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€25k paid 
out for kid  
injured by 
hotel door

PAIN: Child was hurt in Inishowen Gateway Hotel

A CHILD whose arm was caught in the sliding 
door of a hotel has been awarded €25,000.

The baby was in the lobby of the Inishowen 
Gateway Hotel in Buncrana, Co Donegal when 
the limb got jammed in the sliding doors in the 
lobby as they retracted.

The infant was just one and a half years old at 
the time of the incident on February 11 2017, 
Letterkenny Circuit Court yesterday heard.

Barrister Gareth McGrory told the court that 
the child was left in a lot of pain and was 
crying.

He was rushed to Altnagelvin Hospital in 
Derry where examinations showed a lot of ten-
derness and swelling and that he had suffered a 
buckled fracture.

Fracture
His right arm was placed in plaster.
The following day he was brought to the 

Royal Victoria Hospital in Belfast and the 
child’s arm was put in a long-armed cast for 
four weeks.

After the cast was removed there was still 
some stiffness and soreness but a medical 
report of April 2019 said there was full power 
in the right arm and there was no tenderness.

The court was told the boy had suffered a 
frightening and painful experience.

Judge John Aylmer agreed the prognosis was 
a good one and described the award offer as 
“excellent.”

He also awarded costs to the child’s legal 
team.

CASE: Sue-Ann and JP

JP daughter’s 
factory battle

long-standing oppo-
nents of the plans to 
change process in 
Mungret, just 20km 
from his Adare Manor 
golf resort.

It’s the second judicial 
review requested into 
the EPA’s decision, the 
other from solicitor 
Michelle Hayes, presi-
dent of Environmental 
Trust Ireland.

THE daughter of bil-
lionaire racing tycoon 
JP McManus is taking 
a High Court case 
against plans to burn 
up to 90,000 tonnes of 
waste a year.

Sue-Ann Foley has 
filed papers seeking a 
judicial review into the 
Environmental 
Protection Agency’s 
decision to grant a 
licence to Irish Cement 
to burn used tyres and 
alternative waste at its 
factory on the outskirts 
of Limerick.

Despite more than 
4,000 objections, the 
project got the green 
light eight weeks ago.

Mr McManus and his 
family are known to be 

‘The Cuban 
blockade is 
a war crime 
and we are 
complicit...’
DUBS HERO HICKEY WANTS IRELAND     TO TAKE STAND AND HELP ISLAND TACKLE COVID

■■ David COUGHLAN
EXCLUSIVE

TOP IRISH SURGEON SLAMS U.S. SANCTIONS 

TOP SURGEON and ex-Dublin star 
Dr David Hickey has called on the 
Government to send a shipment of 
syringes to Covid-hit Cuba.

The country has seen a wave of protests in 
recent days against food shortages, rising 
prices and the handling of the pandemic.

Cuba has produced five vaccines of its 
own but can’t import enough needles for its 
vaccination programme because of the US 
embargo on the island. 

And Dr Hickey has called on the 
Irish state to ship 20 million 
syringes to help out the 11 million 
people who live on the island.

In an open message to Minister 
for Foreign Affairs Simon 
Coveney, Mr Hickey last night 
pleaded: “Stand up and do 
something.

“Organise a shipment of 20 mil-
lion syringes to Cuba.

“We have the capacity to do it, we 
should do it.”

Covid has worsened the economic 

crisis in Cuba with a surge in recent weeks 
hitting the communist state hard.

“Covid has been a huge problem for Cuba, 
just like every country in the world. They 
did well initially, they shut down almost 
completely,” he said.

Industry
“But they opened up for the tour-
ist industry because that’s their 
main source of income. 

“When that was done, there was 
quite an explosion of Covid on 
the island.

“They have produced five vac-
cines of their own, three of which 
are in current use. But their 
problem is accessing syringes.

“They can’t get the syringes 
because they’re made by 

companies that have US 
interests in them and 

they are banned 

from dealing with them.”
The respected surgeon also wants Minister 

for Foreign Affairs Simon Coveney to use 
Ireland’s temporary seat on the UN Security 
Council to help end the blockade on Cuba.  

“They are starving. There is a famine on the 
way in Cuba if we don’t do something,” said 
Dr Hickey.

“It is only the solidarity of Cuban people 
for one and other that no one is starving to 
death.

“There’s very little food or powdered milk 
and they queue for hours now to get it.

“It’s not the Cuban government or the Cu-
ban economy that is the problem. It’s the 
blockade.

“The Cuban blockade is a war crime and 
Ireland is complicit in its silence. Ireland is 
not using its seat at the United Nations Se-
curity Council to end this appalling crime 
against humanity.”

Trade sanctions were introduced by  
the US against Cuba in 1961 and have  
crippled the island’s economy over the last 
six decades.

Dr Hickey is a long-time activist against 
the blockade and highlighted the cause be-
fore the 1999 All-Ireland final at Croke Park APPEAl: Simon Coveney

■■ Stephen MAGUIRE
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‘Food’ is 
plastic 
fantastic
TWO U.S. scientists have 
been awarded a €1 mil-
lion prize for creating a 
food generator concept 
that turns plastics into 
protein. 

Professors Ting Lu of 
the University of Illinois 
and Stephen Techtmann 
of Michigan Technologi-
cal University have been 
given the €1m prize by 
leading German science 
and technology company 
Merck.

A Merck spokesperson 
said that the foods, which 
are converted from plas-
tic waste into protein by 
synthetic microbes, “con-
tain all the required 
nutrition, are non-toxic, 
provide health benefits, 
and additionally allow 
for personalisation 
needs”.

Keane 
to mark 
friend’s 
birthday
CLAUDINE Keane has 
said her pal and Real 
Housewives of Beverly 
Hills star Dorit Kemsley 
was like “a sister” to her 
when she first moved to 
Los Angeles.

The Dubliner, who is 
married to legendary 
footballer Robbie Keane, 
moved to LA in 2015 and 
lived there until they 
returned to Dublin in 
2020.

Wishing Dorit a happy 
birthday on Instagram, 
the glamorous mum-of-
two said Dorit was like a 
sister to 
her, adding 
“I never felt 
alone” — 
especially 
when she 
was 
pregnant.

Role
She wrote: “When I was 

living in LA and my fam-
ily were in Ireland you 
took the role of a sister. I 
never felt alone, you were 
always there for me espe-
cially during my 
pregnancy, you even did 
my food shops.

“You took me under 
your wing and boy did 
we laugh so many fun 
memories — that’s what 
friends are for not just 
the fun times but the 
whole time.”

FRIENDSHIP: Claudine 
and (below) pal Dorit

DUBS HERO HICKEY WANTS IRELAND     TO TAKE STAND AND HELP ISLAND TACKLE COVID

TOP IRISH SURGEON SLAMS U.S. SANCTIONS 

when he was introduced with the Dublin 
1974 jubilee team.

Last month the UN General Assembly 
called on the US to end the sanctions for the 
29th year in succession by an overwhelming 
majority, but Hickey can’t see any change 
coming.

“The problem is that every trading country 
is afraid of America,” said Dr Hickey.

“Nobody in the west is able to stand up to 
the US. They are all afraid of what the US 
will do if they support Cuba.

“They all vote against it at the United Na-
tions, wring their hands and say how awful 
it is and then go back to their summits.

Support
“Ireland has a legacy of being involved in 

multiple peace-keeping forces in Africa and 
the Middle East with enormous credit. We 
are sacrificing that legacy.”

The communist regime in Cuba have been 
heavily criticised for restricting public dis-
sent in the past.

In recent days thousands of protesters have 
marched against the Cuban government and 
there have been multiple arrests.  

Cuban President Miguel Díaz-Canel  

addressed the island nation earlier in the 
week and laid the blame for the unrest with 
the US.

“Cuba has been blocked for 60 years from 
trading with the world. They are taking a 
case for $200billion in reparations for dam-
age to their economy in the international 
courts,” said Hickey.

“Cuba can’t access what they need. They 
can’t sell their produce abroad.

“Trump put them on the list of countries 
that sponsor terrorism. 

“That has huge implications because you 
can’t do financial transactions in the country 
if you’re on that list.”

Hickey’s late wife Yamile was a neurosur-
geon from Cuba and he has been unable to 
send money to friends and family on the is-
land in recent times.

“I have tried repeatedly to send money to 
my friends in Cuba and it has been blocked,” 
he said.

“I send money occasionally to Yamile’s 
family or friends because they need foreign 
currency to buy some food. Food is not avail-
able there anymore.”

Hickey is also critical of American Presi-
dent Joe Biden in not overturning any of the 

further restrictions against Cuba that were 
imposed by Donald Trump.

“Biden has been a massive disappoint-
ment,” he said.

“If he wants to do something about human 
rights in Cuba then he should do it tomor-
row.

“He could close Guantanamo, which is one 
of the greatest abuses of human rights on the 
planet and end the blockade.”

Cuban protesters have been detained amid 
the unrest and Spain’s foreign minister has 
called on the release of journalist Camila 
Acosta, who was covering the demonstra-
tions for a Spanish newspaper.

Protests
The protests are the biggest witnessed in 

Cuba for many years, but Hickey believes 
the majority of people on the island still sup-
port the communist government.

“They do. They know what the alternative 
is and the alternative is Haiti,” Dr Hickey 
said.

“Haiti has 200 years of American help and 
it’s a disaster. It’s the most dangerous coun-
try in the western hemisphere and probably 
the poorest.” DITHERING: Joe Biden

UNREST: Cuban President Miguel Diaz-Canel 
walks through streets amid an angry protest

PROTESTS: Angry Cubans who 
are protesting over food and 
medicine shortages overturn  
a car in one demonstration

MESSAGE: Dr Hickey helped 
Dublin win All-Ireland titles both 
on and off the field and is one of 
the country’s leading surgeons

 ■ Sandra MALLON 
Showbiz Reporter
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TRAINSPOTTING AUTHOR RETURNS WITH GRITTY TV SERIES

When it comes to sport, Hibs 
feature most frequently in his 
work.

He even used the club’s run to 
the Scottish Cup final in 2016 as 
a dramatic device in Dead Man’s 
Trousers to reunite the four main 
protagonists from Trainspotting.

Stokes, who has had a troubled 
career on and off the field, ended 
up in the book after scoring two 
goals as Hibs beat Rangers 3-2 to 
win the Cup for the first time in 
114 years.

Fabulous
“Stokesy. He’s one of these guys 

who has always been a fabulous 
player and probably never ful-
filled his potential,” he says.

“You see him walking on that 
park in 2016 and you see him 
thinking to himself: ‘For all the 
f**k-ups I’ve had, this is my 
f**king game’.

“Stokes isn’t a pacey player, 
he’s not known for his speed. 

“But that day he just turned 
(James) Tavernier inside out. He 

was running at him and ripping 
him up for arse paper.”

In the novel, the character 
Mark Renton pops a pill when 
Stokes scores the equaliser at 2-2 
— much to the disgust of hard-
man Francis Begbie.

“That happened in real life,” he 
says. 

“We found ourselves 2-1 down. 
“I thought I can’t handle all 

this same shit again. I was f**ked 
if I was walking out of there 
miserable.

“There was four of us. 
It was fabulous. It was 
old school. 

“It was very much 
like Trainspotting 
because it was four 
old school pals.”

The next 24 hours 
played out like a scene 
straight from one of his 
books.

Welsh stayed up 
all night, got 
a lift to 

Newcastle and flew to Ibiza at 
7am the next morning where he 
continued partying.

These days he’s older and most-
ly wiser.

Begbie was back last Christmas 
in a novella and he’s never ruled 
out returning to the characters 
again at some point.

He laughs at the idea of a Mikey 
Forrester origin story — the 
character he played himself in 

both Danny Boyle movies, 
Trainspotting and the 
sequel T2.

“I would love that, 
yeah. From petty 
drug dealer to lock-
up with Viagra. It’s 
a rags to riches 
tale,” he says. 

“He’s the only 
character in that 
show that came up in 

the world!”
In the meantime he’s 

enjoying one of 
the most pro-

ductive 
peri-

ods of his career. “The lockdown 
forced me to write,” he admits.

“As a writer, all you want are 
distractions and excuses. All 
this stuff that I had. I just had to 
get on with it, there was no 
choice. I’ve knocked out tons of 
stuff. With all the stuff that’s in 
the pipeline,I could just retire.”

Ultimate
As for Hibs? He’s hopeful they 

will beat Rangers next weekend, 
but at 63, he’s seen all the ups 
and downs, false dawns and dis-
appointments and is content with 
what he’s got.

“The Cup final in 2016, that’s 
delivered everything I need 
football-wise,” he says.

“I’m in a luxury situation where 
everything else is a bonus. I’m 
playing with the house money.

“That was the ultimate experi-
ence for me. If Hibs won the 
Champions League five times in a 
row it couldn’t match that.”

■ Irvine Welsh’s Crime is on 
BritBox from Thursday. 

Des tells 
of Twitter 
abuse on 
RTE show

SPOTLIGHT: Des talks to Angela Scanlon (right) 
tonight on her RTE chat show Ask Me Anything

SPORTS commentator Des Cahill has said he 
gets called a w****r on Twitter.

The former Dancing With The Stars contest-
ant talks to Angela Scanlon tonight on her 
RTE chat show Ask Me Anything.

The 62-year-old reveals he gets nothing but 
abuse on Twitter.

Speaking about the social media platform, 
Des said: “It is abusive”, with Angela asking 
Des: “What do people say?” and Des replies: 
“You’re a w****r!”

And he also reveals that despite what people 
think — his hair is not dyed.

Des also opens up about becoming a grandad 
for the first time.

In May of this year, Des’s daughter Amy wel-
comed a baby boy.

He said at the time he already had visions of 
his grandson walking up to the doors of 
Copper Face Jacks with the bouncers telling 
him to “go ahead – your grandad is inside.”

Baby
Des said: “The first of my children got mar-

ried. Then my daughter Amy had a baby. I 
wasn’t really around when my kids were born 
as I was at the Euros in 88 when my first was 
born and at the World Cup in 1990 when my 
second was born. 

“My grandchild is currently living with us 
and is the apple of my eye.”

Des also opened up about covering this 
year’s Olympics – saying you need to apply for 
a Credit Union loan to compete in the games.

He added: “The Olympics is funny now as it 
used to be all amateurs, but now you have 
multi-millionaire’s competing and you have 
people applying for Credit Union loans com-
peting too.”

The Commitments star Angeline Ball also 
appears on tonight’s show, where she opens up 
about how she found losing her anonymity.

goaT cams 
EnD incEsT
A FARM in Shanghai 
is developing facial 
recognition technology 
to stop goats having 
sex with their 
relatives.

The cameras have 
reportedly been 
designed to recognise 
the animals’ facial 
characteristics, as well 
as their behaviour, 
exercise patterns and 
even their body shape, 
according to the South 
China Morning Post.

The identification 
will reveal which goats 
are relatives of others, 

and prevent incestuous 
relationships resulting 
in fewer birth defects 
and other problems 
from inbreeding.

The cameras are also 
able to recognise dis-
ease symptoms such as 
sore mouth, the com-
mon name for 
Contagious ecthyma, a 
viral disease that caus-
es scabs as well as 
dermatitis pustules.

The technology will 
also be able to deter-
mine whether or not a 
goat is pregnant so 
vets can prepare.

IRVINE Welsh is a happy 
man. His new TV series 
Crime starts streaming on 
Thursday, he’s in a purple 
patch of productivity and 
his soccer teams are all 
flying.

“Bohs are going well, West Ham 
have been a revelation under 
Moyes and Ajax are doing well. 
I’ve still got some interest in the 
season with my four horses which 
is unusual,” he says.

The fourth team, of course, 
being his beloved Hibernian.

And never far from his mind is 
former Ireland international 
Anthony Stokes, who even made 
it into one of his books alongside 
Trainspotting characters Renton, 
Sick Boy, Spud and Begbie.

“I’m always thinking about 
Anthony Stokes…since the 2016 
cup final,” he says, laughing.

It’s Thursday morning and 
Welsh is hoping the news that 
Steven Gerrard is leaving 
Rangers will be good for Hibs 
when the teams meet in the 
Scottish League Cup semi-final.

“Gerrard’s leaving might equal-
ise things a little bit. It’s a 
difficult thing to say,” he says.

“You always felt that he’s had 
them slightly punching above 
their weight and they might sort 
of fall back down a level.”

Football has been a constant in 
his work since Trainspotting, the 
novel and subsequent movie that 
became a phenomenon.

The four main characters in 
Trainspotting all support Hibs.

But in Crime the lead character 
Ray Lennox is a fan of their bitter 
rivals Hearts.

“The character is totally f**ked 
up basically and terrible things 
happen to him,” he says. 

“It’s like the first part is obser-
vation, the second part is wishful 
thinking, I suppose,” he adds, 
laughing.

Battling
Crime is an adaptation of his 

novel of the same name, following 
a tortured detective battling his 
own demons as he hunts down a 
paedophile.

Welsh was living in Dublin 
when he wrote the book back in 
the Noughties and feels the city 
permeated his writing — even 
though the setting for the TV 
series is Edinburgh.

“I think I tend to write the same 
thing wherever I am,” he says.

“The reason I really loved living 
in Ireland was because it was 
familiar and homely enough, but 
it was exotic enough as well.

“It was kind of the last days of 
the Celtic Tiger, but there was 
still a cultural confidence about 
Dublin. I think there always has 
been.

“Coming from Scotland, that 
wasn’t really there. We weren’t an 
independent state.

“I was quite inspired by the idea 
of an independent celtic country, 
with all these artists doing their 
thing.”

In recent months there has 
been widespread criticism of 
pl a n s  t o  r e de ve lop 
Merchants Arch and the 
Cobblestone Pub and Welsh 

is dismayed at this grow-
ing trend.

“It does (distress 
me), because this 

is a global phe-
nomenon 
n o w,”  h e 
says.

“It’s this 
horrible 
neo-liberal 

mo de l  of 
urban devel-
opment that’s 
happening 
everywhere.

“It’s making 
everywhere 

exactly 
the same. 
That 
kind of 

tourism, where you jump into 
another country and you just 
behave in the same way as the 
last country you came from.

“People are right to react 
against it. Like so many other 
things, I just hope this epoch 
passes and hope for something 
a bit more positive and 
inclusive.”

He describes the character of 
Ray Lennox in Crime as “a 
very vengeful kind of anti-
nonce hunter”.

Lennox is flawed, battling 
drink and drug addiction, but 
has a strong sense of social 
justice much like Welsh 
himself.

The writer is active on social 
media and regularly backed 
the former staff of Debenhams 
in Ireland who went on strike 

over redundancy payments.
“Good on them. To even put 

up resistance now is a heroic 
act because the odds are so 
stacked against you,” he says.

“I think as a human being, 
you have to have some involve-
ment and engagement and 
empathy with other people’s 
struggles.

“When 
you see 
all this 
manifest 
unfair-
ness in 
the 
world 
you 
either 
turn 
away from it or you have to 
react to it some way.

“I don’t do enough, I don’t get 
out on the street and demon-
strate and shout, maybe I 

should.”
The character Ray Lennox 

was last seen on screen in the 
movie Filth when played by 
Jamie Bell.

This time it’s fellow Hibs fan 
Dougray Scott in the role after 
they met at a benefit gig for 
former Hibernian player 
Franck Sauzée.

The 
series 
touches  
on topics 
ranging 
from  
sleazy 
politicians 
to work-
place 
harass-

ment, racism, sex, drugs and 
murder.

Lead character Lennox is 
often seen reciting Hearts 
football statistics as a means 

of coping with anxiety as he 
teeters on the brink through-
out the series.

“It was just an idea I thought, 
well what would he do for 
comfort? He’s a Hearts sup-
porter, how would he get 
comfort out of stressful situa-
tions,” he says. “That would be 
his comfort blanket.”

Fringes
Welsh has always been 

attracted to anarchic stories of 
life on the fringes.

Revenge, redemption and the 
plight of the underdog also 
frequently feature in his work 
— something he has always 
found in sport.

There’s a scene in his book 
Glue set at Barry McGuigan’s 
world title fight against 
Eusebio Pedroza at Loftus 
Road in 1985 where the lead 
character sees his father cry 

for the first time.
It happened for real, with 

Welsh at the fight with his own 
father, who cried after 
McGuigan’s dad sang Danny 
Boy in the ring.

“Yeah, it was a big emotional 
one. It was a great fight. Again, 
he was the underdog,” he says.

“Barry was such a unifying 
figure in Ireland at the time. 
He came on with the white 
flag and all that, it was way 
ahead of its time.

“When you think of the emo-
tional risks that he took as a 
person to do that, it was 
incredibly courageous to do 
that.

“To try and focus on world 
championships fights, but also 
to have to take on this mantle 
of being a representative for 
peace at the same time, was 
quite an incredible thing to 
do.”

IRVINE ON CULTURAL VANDALISM, STOKES & CRIME

OVERLOAD: 
Dougray Scott in 
Irvine Welsh’s new 
TV series Crime  
(also above)

WORKING 
CLASS HERO: 
Irvine Welsh 
and (below left) 
Anthony Stokes 
in 2016 Scottish 
Cup final

■■ David COUGHLAN

■■ Sandra mALLON 
Showbiz Reporter

‘Barry was such 
a unifying figure, 
what he did was 
incredibly brave’

ICONIC: 
Trainspotting  
and (below) former 
world champion 
Barry McGuigan

I just hope 
this epoch 
passes and 
the next is 
a little more positive 



‘It’s like 
the GPO 
in 1916... 
everyone 
says they were there’
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Threats to 
Slane boss 
before first  
castle gig

DETERMINED: Lord Henry with 1981 gig poster

SLANE Castle boss Lord Henry Mountcharles 
has revealed he received death threats and 
menacing letters before the first ever rock 
concert at the venue.

The Co Meath castle owner launched his first 
concert with 18,000 music fans back in 1981 
with Thin Lizzy headlining, supported by U2 
and Hazel O’Connor. 

But Lord Henry revealed it wasn’t all plain 
sailing as he received tonnes of menacing calls 
and letters ahead of the gig.

Speaking to Fergal D’Arcy on Today FM, he 
revealed: “It’s really weird looking back… I’ve 
got all kinds of things run through my head but 
that first show, the Ireland then, it was pretty 
dark days. It was the middle of the hunger 
strike. 

“To be honest it was quite heavy in a sense for 
me because I got a lot of threatening phone 
calls and letters in the middle of the night and 
all kinds of weird stuff.

“However, we were determined to show that 
there was an Ireland out there that was differ-
ent and we sure as hell did that.”

Crazy
Lord Henry also recalled the “crazy days” of 

Slane Castle — revealing that Rolling Stones 
crew members slept on the floor of the castle’s 
drawing room the night before their 1982 gig. 

“The following year the key was to get the 
Stones. I can well remember some of the key 
crew of the Rolling Stones sleeping on the floor 
of the drawing room the night before.

“Mick Jagger and Jerry Hall came down for 
dinner on Thursday and we had a nightclub, 
which is actually still there in the basement.

“And Mick after a few drinks said do you have 
a nightclub and can we go down there. Slightly 
nervously I took him down there and we were 
sitting up at the bar, we only had a wine licence 
and I think he was a farmer from somewhere in 
the area… He came up to him and said ‘Jaysis 
did anyone ever tell you you look like Mick 
Jagger’.

“We got Mick out of there quickly,” he said 
laughing.

■■ Sandra MALLON 
Showbiz Reporter

30 YEARS SINCE NIRVANA’S INTIMATE IRISH GIGS...ON BRINK OF MEGASTARDOM
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but when they played at 
Sir Henry’s they just blew 
me away.

“Gerry always said he 
could’ve retired if all the 
tens of thousands of 
people who claimed to 
be at the gig had been 
there, but there were 
maybe only 150 in Sir 

Henry’s when Nirvana 
were on.”

Markey’s 
footage 
from the 
tour is 
also 
used in 

Nirvana’s video for Lithium.
“Pretty good recollection of the 

night [in Cork],” says Markey. 
“Maybe because it was the first 
date on the tour, or perhaps it 
was the intimate venue, the only 
one of its small size that the tour 
would stop in.  

“Footage that I shot backstage 
and onstage made it into the 
movie, as well as some audio of 
Nirvana.

“The track Negative Creep — I 
used the audio recorded at Sir 
Henry’s in the film. Maybe I even 
used Smells Like Teen Spirit 
[audio] as well, come to think. 

“The shot of Kurt drinking the 
can of beer, that was shot back-
stage at Sir Henry’s.”

A bootleg audio recording from 
the Sir Henry’s gig appeared on 
YouTube a few years back and 
Markey confirmed it is 
authentic.

“Yes, that’s the audio for cer-
tain. I can 100 per cent verify,” 
he says.

Budget
It features the first live perfor-

mance of Smells Like Teen Spirit 
in Europe in a setlist mixed with 
songs from the band’s first album 
Bleach and the then-unreleased 
Nevermind.

Since then Smells Like Teen 
Spirit has had over a billion 
streams on Spotify and over a 
billion plays on YouTube and its 

release in September 1991 
sent Nirvana into orbit.

Markey remembers the 
show at the Top Hat in 
Dun Laoghaire, when 
it got a second airing 
in Europe.

“I remember it. 
Was a larger venue 
with a balcony. 
Maybe 1,000 capaci-
ty,” he says.

“A few shots from that 
show also made it into the 
film.”

As well as Ireland and Reading, 
the bands took in dates in 
Germany, the Netherlands and 
Belgium where Nirvana were on 
at 11.30am at Pukkelpop on the 

same bill as An Emotional Fish 
and The Pogues.

Markey’s entire budget was 

just $16,500 and he captures 
a carefree Nirvana just 

before they went super-
nova, along with the 
complete lack of 
glamour on the road 
as the grunge bands 
pitched up in various 
cities around Europe.
Harford was so 

impressed after the 
Top Hat gig he booked 

Nirvana for two headline 
shows later in the year at 

McGonagle’s in Dublin and 
Mandela Hall in Belfast.

“The fee was quite small! That 
was signed before Nevermind 
went mad,” says Harford.

“They were touring the UK 

and it was around the time he 
met Courtney Love. They were 
going to do the gigs, but they 
were pulled two days beforehand 
because Kurt’s voice was gone.”

The shows were rescheduled 
for June 1992 and upgraded to 
The Point in Dublin and the 
Ulster Hall in Belfast as Smells 
Like Teen Spirit became a global 
anthem.

Pilgrimage
Since the 1980s Markey has 

made a string of acclaimed indie 
movies along with music videos 
for bands such as The Breeders, 
The Meat Puppets, Gumball and 
Mudhoney, but he’s still regu-
larly asked about his 1991 

documentary.
“Especially close to anniversa-

ries,” he says. “Seems like the 
20th anniversary was just 
yesterday.”

O’Neill had met the band at Sir 
Henry’s and again at the Top Hat 
before making the pilgrimage  
to Reading with a gang of 
friends.

“People talk about Nirvana 
and say it’s a shame they didn’t 
tour much, they didn’t play here 
much — I saw them three times 
in one week!” says O’Neill, 
laughing. 

Cobain struggled with the 
band’s meteoric rise and died 
from suicide just three years 
later.

By that stage Harford had left 
the world of live promotions and 
was working full-time in man-
agement for bands like Therapy?.

He has nothing but happy 
memories from Nirvana’s leg-
endary 1991 shows in Ireland.

Talented
“It’s sad that it ended the way 

that it did. Kurt was a very tal-
ented man, you’d wonder what 
he would have achieved had he 
not died,” says Harford.

“They were great gigs... for the 
people that were there, they’ve 
become legendary and iconic.

“Even if most of the people 
claiming to be there, weren’t 
there!”

DAVID Markey had no 
idea. Nobody did.

The American filmmaker had 
been friends with indie band 
Sonic Youth for a few years 
before they asked him to capture 
a tour they were making around 
Europe in August 1991.

The support act were called 
Nirvana and first stop was Sir 
Henry’s in Cork.

“Thurston Moore made it hap-
pen,” Markey tells The Star.

“He convinced his band and 
management to bring me along. I 
fronted $2,000 worth of Super 8 
film of various film stocks and 
off I went.”

Markey met Nirvana members 
Kurt Cobain, Krist Novoselic 
and Dave Grohl for the first time 
on the flight from LA to London.

The band were weary after 
filming the video to upcoming 
single Smells Like Teen Spirit 
the day before, but Markey hit it 
off with them immediately.

“Very much like a band from 
my world. I came up with the 
1980s hardcore and post-hard-
core punk underground. [They 
were] so familiar yet unique. 
Kurt was their secret weapon. 
He had the songs and the voice,” 
says Markey.

Sonic Youth and Nirvana hired 
two vans and drove to Wales and 
then caught a ferry across for the 
first gig at the 750-capacity Sir 
Henry’s in Cork.

Grotty
They were both due to play a 

second show in Dun Laoghaire 
the following night, before 
appearing at the Reading 
Festival later in the week.

Gerry Harford was the pro-
moter responsible for bringing 
the two acts to Ireland in 1991.

“I suppose the gigs have 
become iconic now and it’s a bit 
like the GPO in 1916, everyone 
claims to have been there,” he 
said.

“Sir Henry’s was small and 
sweaty and grotty and a very 
good venue. I remember they 
were very easy to deal with, 
there was no attitude, no prob-
lems. Kurt was dead on. He was 
shy, quiet, but very easy to deal 
with. They were just nice 
people.

“I’ve always said, the more tal-
ented the artist, the less hassle 
you have with them. There’s no 
chip on the shoulder. Kurt never 
had anything to prove.”

Buzz O’Neill is now a club pro-
moter and event manager, but at 
the time he was a 21-year-old 
music obsessive selling tickets in 
HMV in Dublin and was friendly 
with Harford.

He travelled south with 
the promoter for the first 
gig and met the bands 
backstage.

“It wasn’t about 
Nirvana at the time. 
Sonic Youth were rid-
ing high. We didn’t 
know Nevermind at 
that stage, but they won 
over the audience,” he 
says.

“I had Bleach, 
I wasn’t 
mad 
about it. 
I knew 
who 
they 
were, 

30 YEARS ago Nirvana 
played two small shows in 
Ireland — and within weeks 
they were the biggest band 
on the planet.

DAVID COUGHLAN looks 
back at those seminal gigs 
from August 1991 in Cork 
and Dublin, just before the 
release of the iconic album 
‘Nevermind’.

IN BLOOM: Kurt and 
(right) in Cork outside 
the Grand Parade Hotel 
shortly before the gig 
and (below) poster for  
the Sir Henry’s show

SMELLS LIKE PUNK SPIRIT:  
Nirvana in the early 1990s —  
around the time they were  
taking over the world 

INITIAL IDEA: Sonic Youth

MEMORIES: Markey
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